THE FINTEQ PAYMENT HUB
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PROLOGUE: THE PAYMENT HUB

Introduction
Even the most advanced Banks are hindered by a legacy of siloed systems that simply do not support the needs of a holistic, interconnected and interoperable service proposition. Multiple product systems, inflexible technologies and broken business processes determine that Banks focus on repairing and maintaining obsolete core systems in a bid to keep pace with evolving customer service needs.
The ability to participate and benefit from new industry initiatives is often impaired due to compliance prescriptions and integration
challenges.

The Payment Evolution
Although cash has provided the major form of payment in the past, cash substitutes such as Bank drafts, cheques, credit transfers and
debit orders have emerged to displace actual currency.
With the advent of modern technology and electronic communication, an even larger number of alternative electronic payment methods have been created. These include credit cards, debit cards, credit orders, debit orders, direct debits, direct credits, internet banking
payments and e-commerce payments.
Standardisation has allowed for some alternative payment services to grow nationally and even globally. For example, SWIFT, the credit
card industry and the ATM industry. Alternatively, many Country, Bank and product specific payment services continue to exist which
are unable to interact or communicate with each other at either an intra-bank or inter-bank level. Many of these bespoke systems have
been enhanced with complex and sometimes ingenious developments that enable interoperability with other systems and services.
Unfortunately, these “solutions” are normally tenuous and do not readily lend themselves to changed circumstances or needs. Consequently, many of these “brilliant solutions” sometimes cause “insoluble problems”.
What is a Payment Hub?
A Payment Hub is a standalone system that enables the connection of multiple internal and external channels. This facility allows the
extension of existing applications to interface with additional functionality as required. For example, one can connect complementary,
standalone services such as; fraud prevention and anti money laundering services, or a report writing capability. Alternatively, an external repository could be used for the storage of operational files and audit trails to support separate enquiry or management information systems.
A Payment Hub is used to accept, validate, authenticate, sort, direct, clear and settle payment transactions received from a diverse
range of originating systems and deliver these payments, in the required format, on the appropriate date or time, to an equally diverse
range of destination systems.
A Payment Hub is required to manage the financial accounting and reconciliation of payments received and dispatched. Audit Trails,
archival records, and operational reports are produced to support system operations and administration.
A Payment Hub provides a high level of straight through processing capability, real time and batch processing, and 24 x 7 availability.
Value added and real time services may also be provided independently of any other systems included in a particular configuration. For
example, high value transactions may be identified by the processing rules of the Payment Hub and consequently referred to a separate
anti money laundering capability for validation purposes. Subject to the response code returned to the Payment Hub, the transaction
will continue to be processed as required.
A Payment Hub usually utilises transparent, flexible and automated workflows to execute predefined processes applicable to particular
payment types. These workflows, which incorporate a diverse range of originator/recipient determined rules, are pre-configured by
expert users.
Transactions processed by a Payment Hub are reconfigured and distributed utilising the format, frequency and communication protocol
prescribed by a particular recipient. Such transmissions may be proprietary, or may comply with one or other industry standard.
Payment Hub operations are administered by a range of highly disciplined control routines. Because of the intermediary role performed
between other participating systems, a very high level of importance is placed on the ability to reconcile inputs to outputs and vice
versa. Reconciliation records and audit trails are maintained to enable the reconstruction of any function or process retrospectively, at
the lowest level required. Enquiries received can be resolved quickly and conclusively.
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The Finteq Payment Hub – Functional Overview
The Finteq Payment Hub is a comprehensive payment solution that enables the connection of disparate system entities
to enable the interchange of data between such systems in the
format/protocol prescribed by each. The Finteq Payment Hub
(FPH) receives, verifies, converts, enriches, sorts, directs and dispatches transactions to defined destinations. Flexible, predefined
workflows are deployed to determine the processes required to
manage each different payment type from end to end.
The Finteq Payment Hub (FPH) provides an attractive solution
for the integration and consolidation of separate legacy systems
within a particular financial services organisation. In addition, the
solution can enable the rapid participation of existing systems in
new payment and clearing services through the conversion and
possible enrichment of inputs and/or outputs to comply with
alternative requirements. An example of this could be the participation of SADC Banks in the impending Cross Border Payment
and Settlement System. In this instance the FPH is able to enrich/
augment payment transactions in accordance with rules and data
loaded to the system. In addition, specific convertor routines are
defined for the transformation and validation of payment instructions to comply with the requirements of the new service..
Upon completion of the various conversion/enhancement activities, payments are passed to the output module which will manage the onward distribution of files and transactions in accordance with the requirements of the predetermined recipient and
the destination system.
The Finteq Payment Hub includes a range of services whose
specific purpose is to monitor and control the workflows and
activities within the payment process. Activities include the processing of routine operations, exception item handling, system
administration, report management and archival services. All
activities executed by the system are logged and available for
functional review and audit purposes. System operations can be
managed both locally and remotely to ensure optimal availability
and performance.
Finteq Payment Hub – Typical Functional Configuration
A typical configuration of the Finteq Payment Hub would include
the following high level functionality:
• Validation of Transaction Sets Received and Dispatched.
• Decomposition/Splitting of Transaction Sets.
• Recomposition/Consolidation of Transaction Sets as defined.
• Processing of Transaction Sets.
• Additional/Ancillary Processing of Transaction Sets
• Exception Processing and Enrichment of Data/Transactions
•	Financial Settlement of Payments Received and Dispatched.
•	Query Management and Resolution.

Although the actual configuration is variable depending on individual user requirements, functions would normally include the
activities indicated below:
Validation of Transaction Sets Received and Dispatched
• Verify structure and format of transaction sets
• Authenticate/Validate source of data received
• Confirm authority of source to generate transactions submitted
•	Content Validation (Check the content of the individual transactions)
o Account numbers
o Industry rules
o Account status
o Cut off times
o Currencies
o Public holidays
o Account holder status
o Country codes
o	Account types (AMS referrals: Rules, ranges, external service
providers, feeds)
o Duplication checking
o	Limit management (1: Clearing – e.g. RTGS, 2: Forex – e.g.
determine Exchange Control requirement/Forex Deal requirement)
o BOP reporting code
• Refer against AML Listing
• Refer Fraud Prevention Listing
• Application of risk filtering parameters
• Debit Order Mandate – management and referral/validation
The Finteq Payment Hub - Input Module performs authentication
and validation of the structure and format of transaction sets in
accordance with predetermined instructions pertaining to particular originators/recipients.
The process ensures that the originator is correctly authenticated
and authorised to submit the particular type of transactions
received. The transaction engine will then validate each transaction within the transaction set. As required, the Payment Hub
will initiate a number of routines to validate transactions against
AML Listings, Fraud Prevention Listings, Debit Order Mandates,
Account and Branch number information.
The Payment Hub maintains multiple calendar profiles which are
interlinked to validate the receipt and dispatch of transactions as
these relate to particular dates and events. In addition, individual
times are also maintained for the same purpose.
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Decomposition of Transaction Sets

Additional/Ancillary Processing of Transaction Sets

The Finteq Payment Hub is able to decompose transaction sets
into individual payments and thereafter, route these transactions
to the correct target system. The system is able to route transactions according to IBAN/SWIFT/Branch/BIC code, Account number,
value, currency and type of transaction. The system generates the
correct balancing entries as prescribed by particular users.

Over and above the statutory processing requirements of payment transactions, additional functional requirements may be
needed. For example, certain applications may require:

Should a transaction not have the correct information required,
the FPH will either reject the payment and notify the source
system, or alternatively, queue/suspend the transaction pending
resolution. This resolution may take the form of simply adding additional/enriched data, for example, the addition of a Forex Deal
number or a Balance of Payments (BoP) Code. Alternatively, user
intervention may be required depending on particular circumstances.
Recomposition/Consolidation of Transaction Sets
The inverse of the above described activity is the ability of the Finteq Payment Hub to recompose individual transactions to create
consolidated sets that conform to user/recipient requirements.
Processing of Transaction Sets
Depending on the origin/type of certain transaction sets, there
may be a need to pre authorise and reserve funding of debit
items prior to the processing and dispatch of the corresponding/
contra credit items. The Finteq Payment Hub is able to communicate interactively with multiple external systems in order to
complete predefined processing requirements.
In addition, the system is able to manage payments and effect
financial settlement between multiple target systems/applications within a particular organization. For example, intra system
payments can be processed domestically between the following
separate systems:
The Finteq Payment Hub is able to process transactions to
multiple target systems within a user organization.
These may include:
• Core Banking Systems – Real Time Mode

•	That feedback be provided to payment originator to indicate
‘Run status’.
•	Balance of Payment (Bop) Reporting for Central Bank
requirements.
• Fraud Reporting.
• Reconciliation/Mark-up Routines.
The Transaction Engine can initiate separate routines to cater for
ancillary processing requirements.
Exception Processing and Enrichment of Data/Transactions
The following Exception Handling and Enrichment functions
are available:
All exception Items/conditions identified by the Finteq Payment
Hub will be submitted to the Finteq Workflow Solution. This
module is configured to handle all known exceptions that might
occur and also the processes required to resolve these issues. For
example:
•	Exception handling when an originating system rejects an
‘unpaid’ item
o	The rules state that it is not permitted for and originator to
reject the return of an unpaid item. If this situation occurred
it would require to be handled exceptionally.
•	Transactions rejected due to insufficient data. Resolution may
require the simple enrichment of data through the addition of
the missing data, e.g.:
o Addition of Forex Deal Number
o Addition of Balance of Payment Code
The Finteq Payment Hub provides for the interactive repair of errors and exceptions that may occur during processing.

• Core Banking Systems – Batch Mode
• Vehicle and Asset Finance System
• Credit Card System
• Home Loans/Mortgage Finance System
• RTGS Service
• SWIFT Service
• SADC Service
•	Clearing House Service and Settlement
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Financial Settlement of Payments Received and Dispatched

User profiles are maintained in respect of all the involved parties
and provide for the management of liabilities in accordance with
approved limits and parameters loaded.

The Finteq Payment Hub maintains comprehensive financial records of payment transactions received and the reconciliation
of these inputs against transactions dispatched to multiple recipients. Financial records included the calculation and preparation
of detailed settlement figures between the involved parties.

Comprehensive audit trails and reports are produced by the
Finteq Payment Hub to facilitate effective financial control.

System overview
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Query Management and Resolution
All activities, items and transactions processed by the Finteq Payment Hub are maintained at a detailed level and extracted to the
archive for subsequent enquiry and problem resolution. In addition, all output and input files, Systems Reports and Audit Trails are also
extracted to the archive for reference purposes.

Conclusion
The Finteq Payment Hub provides a practical solution for almost any Bank that requires to achieve the interoperability of disparate
systems at both an intra Bank or inter Bank level. The functionality provided allows users to establish a universal platform that will manage the interchange of transactions that would otherwise require the development of sophisticated capabilities to perform similarly.
The Finteq solution is already being proliferated nationally and internationally for a broad range of payment processing. It is the
considered opinion of the developers that the Finteq Payment Hub is the logical solution to enable the consolidation and
integration of payment services within a typical Bank operation.
The solution described supports the creation of a more efficient and effective operating environment together with a concomitant
reduction in costs.
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